fMRI characterisation of widespread brain networks relevant for behavioural variability in fine hand motor control with and without visual feedback.
A bilateral visuo-parietal-motor network is responsible for fine control of hand movements. However, the sub-regions which are devoted to maintenance of contraction stability and how these processes fluctuate with trial-quality of task execution and in the presence/absence of visual feedback remains unclear. We addressed this by integrating behavioural and fMRI measurements during right-hand isometric compression of a compliant rubber bulb, at 10% and 30% of maximum voluntary contraction, both with and without visual feedback of the applied force. We quantified single-trial behavioural performance during 1) the whole task period and 2) stable contraction maintenance, and regressed these metrics against the fMRI data to identify the brain activity most relevant to trial-by-trial fluctuations in performance during specific task phases. fMRI-behaviour correlations in a bilateral network of visual, premotor, primary motor, parietal and inferior frontal cortical regions emerged during performance of the entire feedback task, but only in premotor, parietal cortex and thalamus during the stable contraction period. The trials with the best task performance showed increased bilaterality and amplitude of fMRI responses. With feedback, stronger BOLD-behaviour coupling was found during 10% compared to 30% contractions. Only a small subset of regions in this network were weakly correlated with behaviour without feedback, despite wider network activated during this task than in the presence of feedback. These findings reflect a more focused network strongly coupled to behavioural fluctuations when providing visual feedback, whereas without it the task recruited widespread brain activity almost uncoupled from behavioural performance.